
LUMINOUS DIODES 
COLOURED



SMD LED
- Chip LED’s in different housings and different 

colours. Single and double chip versions, RGB also 

available.

- TOP LED’s in different housings: 3020, 5050, 5630 

or PLCC2 and PLCC4. Single and multi colour 

versions. RGB also available.

- Side view LED’s in three different sizes. Single chip 

LED in different colours.

LED Displays
- 7, 14 and 16 segment THT LED displays with a character height of 

7mm – 101.50mm in different colours. Single, double, triple and 

four digit products available.

- 7 segment SMD LED displays with 7mm character height in different 

colours. Single, double and triple digit items available.

- Simple dot matrix modules with 5x7, 5x8, 8x8 or 16x16 dots in 

different sizes and different colours available.

- Customized solutions also possible.



Taiwan Oasis Technology Co., Ltd., was established in 1974. With 4 decades of experiences in the fi eld of LED technology, Taiwan Oasis represents a stable 

partner for your requirements regarding product and application. With the corporate philosophy of “simplicity, integrity, reliability, precision, progress and 

innovation”, it was committed to production, research and development in light emitting diode and LED related components.

With manufacturing plants in Taiwan and China you will receive high quality products due to the installed quality management system (ISO 9001:2008). The 

ISO/TS 16949 qualifi cation positions Taiwan Oasis also as a partner for the automotive industry. High Quality products with reasonable prices lead to the motto: 

“Bright Ideas, Bright Solutions.”

Today, Taiwan Oasis has become a leading indicator in the industry with its complete product lines, worldwide sales network and professional technology and 

quality service. In combination with Neumüller’s logistic concept, you will have two strong partners on your side. We are looking forward to having a mutual 

fruitful future.

Taiwan Oasis

Leaded LED (THT)
- 3mm round, oval or concave in single or two colours.

- 5mm round, oval in single or two colours. 

RGB also available.

- Special housings: 4.8mm round, 8mm and 10mm 

round, rectangular 2mm x 5mm
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